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AAUW Journal American Association of University Women - changed to Graduate Woman in 1978 (October 1970 – May 1978) Cabinet 1 A


Ackerman, Ralph E. A Critical Analysis of Programs for Junior High School Teachers in Teacher Education Institutions of the United States Reel 578, Cabinet 30 G

Adair, Fred Lawrence The Development of a Scale to Measure the Service Orientation of Librarians: Preliminary Investigations Reel 4, Cabinet 30 A

Adjustments of the Dakota Indians in Rapid City, SD Edward Russell Carter Reel 99, Cabinet 30 B

Adjutant-General’s Office Records of the Office of the Adjutant-General, Fort Randall, Dakota Territory; Post Returns (1856 – 1892) Reel 403, Cabinet 30 E

Administration of Public Domain in South Dakota Charles Lowell Green Reel 64, Cabinet 30 A

Advertising Age (January 1981 – Present), Cabinet 1 A

Aftermath of Defeat; A Study of Acculturation among the Rosebud Sioux of South Dakota Ruth Hill Useem Reel 71, Cabinet 30 A

Allen, Donald Floyd Changes in the Role of the American University Professor Reel 22, Cabinet 30 A

American Anthropologist (1888 – 1923), Cabinet 1 B
American Baptists and Higher Education: Higher Education in the Area of the American (Northern) Baptist Convention Sandford Fleming
Reel 72, Cabinet 30 A

American Fur Company Account Books (1802 – 1871)
Reel 1058 – 1080, Cabinet 31 F and G

American Historical Association Committee for the Study of War Documents
A Catalogue of Files and Microfilms of the German Foreign Ministry Archives, 1867 – 1920
Reel 422, Cabinet 30 E

American Indian Correspondence: The Presbyterian Historical Society Collection of Missionaries' Letters (1833 – 1893)
Reel 1274 – 1308, Cabinet 32 A and B

American Indian Movement and Wounded Knee - FBI Files
Reel 1123 – 1148, Cabinet 31 G

American Periodical Series: Eighteenth Century
Reel 1358 – 1390, Cabinet 1 B

American Psychologist (January 1946 – December 1957) Cabinet 1 B

Analysis of Factors Affecting the Decision of College Women Seniors of the Southeast to Enter Graduate School Dorothy Helen Carrington
Reel 26, Cabinet 30 A

Analysis of Woodland Complexes in Northeastern Iowa Wilfred David Logan
Reel 69, Cabinet 30 A

Anderson, Dorothy Iola Edward T. Channing's Philosophy and Teaching of Rhetoric
Reel 434, Cabinet 30 F

Anderson, Rodney Earl A Comparison of the Performance of College Freshmen Participants and Non-Participants in an Honors Program on Four Psychological Measures
Reel 568, Cabinet 30 G

Anglicans and Nonconformists, 1679 – 1704 John Ryerson Mabee
Reel 455, Cabinet 30 F
Annals of Congress The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States, 1st – 18th U.S. Congress
Reel 285 – 294, Cabinet 30 D

Apt, Madeline Heikes A Measurement of College Instructor Behavior
Reel 18, Cabinet 30 A

Archangel and North Russia W. P. Richardson
Reel 43, Cabinet 30 A

Armstrong, Moses K. Scrapbooks
Reel 103, Cabinet 30 B

Armstrong, Robert Plant Patterns in the Stories of the Dakota Indians and the Negroes of Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana
Reel 95, Cabinet 30 B

Arnold, Carroll C. The Parliamentary Oratory of Benjamin Disraeli, 1842 – 1852
Reel 441, Cabinet 30 F

Athol Star Athol, Spink County, DT (May 1, 1883) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel Cabinet 4 C

Attitudes of Head Librarians toward Some Aspects of College Librarianship
Winson Calkin Blenkinship
Reel 3, Cabinet 30 A

Aurora General Advertiser Philadelphia, PA (October 2, 1790 – December, 31 1812)
Cabinet 51 A

Bacchetti, Raymond Francis The Professional Loyalties of University Professors
Reel 6, Cabinet 30 A

Baird, Clyde Ray Guidance Services in Kansas Public Secondary Schools
Reel 566, Cabinet 30 G

Bauer, Marvin Grant Henry W. Grady - Spokesman of the New South
Reel 440, Cabinet 30 F

Beckwith, Clarence G. Early Settlement in the Black Hills, 1874 – 1884
Reel 105, Cabinet 30 B
Belle Fourche Post Belle Fourche, SD (July 1, 1952 – December 31, 1953) Cabinet 3 E

Berenson, Bernard Gerald Some Attitudinal Variables Differentiating Present and Former College Teachers
Reel 27, Cabinet 30 A

Birbeck, Herbert Evans Parental Attitudes in Families where Cerebral Palsy Is Present
Reel 581, Cabinet 30 G

Black Hills Central Rochford, Pennington County, DT (December 15, 22 and 28, 1878)
(January 5, 1879 – April 6, 1879) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel
Cabinet 4 C

Black Hills Daily Pioneer Deadwood, Black Hills DT/SD (January 16 – June 30, 1883)
(April 22 – December 31, 1886) (January 1 – June 30, 1888) (September 30 – November 5, 1897)
Cabinet 3 E
Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel: (September 16, 1877) Cabinet 4 C
(May 27, 1879) (September 4, 1880) (January 5, 1881)

Black Hills Daily Times Deadwood, DT/SD (1877 – 1895) Cabinet 3 E

Black Hills Journal Rapid City, DT (January 26, 1878 – December 26, 1884) Cabinet 3 E
Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel: (December 13, 1879) Cabinet 4 C

Black Hills Miner Rockerville, DT (March 9, 1879) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel Cabinet 4 C

Black Hills Pioneer Deadwood City, Black Hills, DT (June 8, 1876) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel Cabinet 4 C

Black Hills Press Sturgis, Meade County, SD (November 11, 1902) (September 21, 1904)
Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel Cabinet 4 C

Black Hills Weekly Journal Rapid City, DT/SD (January 2, 1885 – March 21, 1890)
(September 1, 1893 – August 21, 1903), Cabinet 3 E
Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel: (December 23, 1904) Cabinet 4 C

Black Hills Weekly Pioneer Deadwood, DT (October 11 – November 15, 1879) Cabinet 4 C
Black Hills Weekly Times Deadwood City, DT (May 3 – August 16, 1879) Cabinet 4 C


Blanks, Anthony Faulkner An Introductory Study in the History of the Teaching of Public Speaking in the United States Reel 444, Cabinet 30 F

Blasingham, Emily Jane The Illinois Indians, 1634 – 1800 Reel 70, Cabinet 30 A

Blenkenship, Winson Calkin Attitudes of Head Librarians toward Some Aspects of College Librarianship Reel 3, Cabinet 30 A

Blocksmma, Douglas Dewey An Experiment in Counselor Learning Reel 579, Cabinet 30 G

Bloodstein, Oliver Conditions Under Which Stuttering Is Reduced Or Absent Reel 448, Cabinet 30 F

Boddy, Inez Moore The Relationship between Librarians and Audio-Visual Specialists in Colleges and Universities and the Role of Each in the Academic Process Reel 15, Cabinet 30 A

Bole, Robert D. The Development of Financial Support for Public Schools in New Jersey Reel 426, Cabinet 30 F

Boton Tolon: Misia Pepa, y otros cuentos Constancio C. Vigil Reel 452, Cabinet 30 F

Bowler, Mary Jane The Sioux Indians and the United States Government, 1862 – 1878 Reel 536, Cabinet 30 G

Boyd, John Henry A Proposed Foundation Program for Distributing State School Funds to the Local School Systems in Kentucky Reel 425, Cabinet 30 E
Boyter, Elizabeth Jane  Institutional Appraisal of Five Year Programs for the Preparation of Secondary School Teachers  
Reel 590, Cabinet 30 G

Braden, Waldo Warder  Rhetorical Criticism of Invention of William E. Borah's Senate Speeches on the League of Nations, 1918-1920  
Reel 437, Cabinet 30 F

Bramhall Free Press  Bramhall, Hand County, DT (December 2, 9, 23 and 30, 1882) (January 6, 13 and 27, 1883) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Brewster, Harold Leland  An Objective Study of the Oratory of Robert Green Ingersoll  
Reel 443, Cabinet 30 F

Bristol Courier  Bristol, Day County, SD (October 1897 – December 1897) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet 3 F

Bristol Independent  Bristol, Day County, DT (April 1888) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet 3 F

Bristol New Era  Bristol, Day County, SD (September 1923 – January 1958) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet 3 F

Bristol News  Bristol, Day County, SD (June 1893) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet 3 F

Bristol Optimist  Bristol, Day County, SD (December 1911 – September 1912) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet 3 F

Bristol Tribune  Bristol, Day County, SD (January 1903 – June 1908) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet 3 F

British and Continental Rhetoric and Elocution  
Reel 461 – 476, Cabinet 30 F

Brookings Register  Brookings, SD (June 20, 1890 – May 1, 1968) Cabinets 3 F and 3 G

Brown, Maurice Burton  Multiple Discriminant Analysis of the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and the Study of Values Scores of Achieving and Non-Achieving Low Ability College Freshman  
Reel 593, Cabinet 30 H
Bryant, Lawrence Chesterfield  A Recommended Program of Guidance Services Based on a Study of Guidance Practice and Preferences in Virginia and Selected States  
Reel 576, Cabinet 30 G

Bureau of Indian Affairs Records – Central Classified Files (1907 – 1939)  
Reel 1427 – 1474, Cabinet 32 D

Burke’s Chief American Works, an Edition with Notes and an Introduction  
Henry Clay Harshbarger  
Reel 457, Cabinet 30 F

Bush, Robert Curtis  Relationship of High School Size to the Guidance Program  
Reel 570, Cabinet 30 G

Bushnell, Lois Ellen  The Oratory of the South Dakota Indians  
Reel 59, Cabinet 30 A

Business Week (January 1976 – Present)  Cabinet 1 B and C

Byles, Tony B.  A Status Study of Teachers in Selected Colleges of Education in Louisiana  
Reel 16, Cabinet 30 A

Caldwell (John) Calhoun: Speaker  Herbert L. Curry  
Reel 435, Cabinet 30 F

Campbell, Joe Watkins  Factors Related to Scholastic Achievement (Louisiana State University’s 1963-1964 Freshman Class)  
Reel 577, Cabinet 30 G

Career and Life Organization of Professionals: A Study of Contrasts between College and University Professors  Proshanta Kumar Nandi  
Reel 17, Cabinet 30 A

Carpenter, Raymond Leonard  The Public Library Executive: A Study of Status and Role  
Reel 19, Cabinet 30 A

Carrington, Dorothy Helen  An Analysis of Factors Affecting the Decision of College Women Seniors of the Southeast to Enter Graduate School  
Reel 26, Cabinet 30 A
Carter, Edward Russell The Adjustments of the Dakota Indians in Rapid City, SD  
Reel 99, Cabinet 30 B

Carthage News Carthage, Miner County, SD (July 3, 1952 – June 30, 1955) Cabinet 3 G

Catholic Indian Herald Marty, SD (January 15, 1932 – May 15, 1941) (June 15 – October 15, 1948)  
Cabinet 3 G

Centerville Journal Centerville, SD (July 3, 1952 – June 28, 1956) Cabinet 3 G

Changes in the Role of the American University Professor Donald Floyd Allen  
Reel 22, Cabinet 30 A

Channing, Edward T. Philosophy and Teaching of Rhetoric – Dorothy I. Anderson  
Reel 434, Cabinet 30 F

Chapman, Carl Haley The Origin of the Osage Tribe; an Ethnographical Historical and  
Archaeological Study  
Reel 50, Cabinet 30 A

Children's Reactions to Physical Disabilities in Relation to Parents' Personalities  
Saul Tutman  
Reel 586, Cabinet 30 G

Chouteau Collection - St. Louis Fur Trade Papers (1752 – 1925)  
Reel 1497 – 1536, Cabinets 32 F and 32 G

Chronicle of Higher Education (September 1975 – Present) Cabinet 1 D

Clark, William William Clark Papers 1770 - 1838

Clay County News and Booster Vermillion, SD (April 1972 – May 1973) Cabinet 3 G

Clay County Register Vermillion, DT (September 7, 1872 – March 10, 1876) Cabinet 3 G

Client and Counselor Variables Related to Outcome of Counseling Ida Mary Hackney  
Reel 605, Cabinet 30 H
Clifford, Sylvester A Study of Individualism as Shown by Analysis of Speeches on Selected Farm Relief Bills in the United States House of Representatives, 1929-1933
Reel 626, Cabinet 30 H

Coke, Sir Edward Le Hierce Part Des Reportes Del Edward Coke
Reel 405, Cabinet 30 E

Cole, Spurgeon Northern Extinction as a Function of Awareness
Reel 41, Cabinet 30 A

College Professor, 1946-1965, as Revealed by an Analysis of Selected Magazine Articles Eugene Edward Hakanson
Reel 31, Cabinet 30 A

College Students’ Perceptions of the Personal Traits and Instructional Procedures of Good and Poor Teachers Howard Yolen Williams Jr.
Reel 23, Cabinet 30 A

Collier, John Native Americans and the New Deal - The Office Files of John Collier, 1933-1945
Reel 1475 – 1492, Cabinets 32 E and 32 F


Commission Documents - South Dakota Legislature
Reel 611 – 612, Cabinet 30 H


Comparative Effectiveness of Condensed-Visualized Methods versus Taped-Demonstration Methods in Teaching Operation of the VM Tape Recorder and Victor 16mm Projector James Robert Murray
Reel 604, Cabinet 30 H

Comparative Study of Expressed Parent Attitudes: Mothers of Mentally Retarded and Orthopedically Handicapped vs. Mothers of Non-Handicapped Children Marilee U. Fredericks
Reel 574, Cabinet 30 G

Comparative Study of the Self-Concepts of Crippled and Non-Crippled Children Mary Althea Kriider
Reel 584, Cabinet 30 G
Comparison of Children with Congenital and Acquired Orthopedic Handicaps on Certain Personality Characteristics James Kimmel
Reel 597, Cabinet 30 H

Comparison of Methods for Measuring Profiles of Learning from Instructional Films Loran C. Twyford
Reel 44, Cabinet 30 A

Comparison of Some Educational and Psychological Characteristics of Successful and Unsuccessful Readers at the Elementary School Level Bjorn Karlson
Reel 585, Cabinet 30 G

Comparison of the Performance of College Freshmen Participants and Non-Participants in an Honors Program on Four Psychological Measures Rodney Earl Anderson
Reel 568, Cabinet 30 G

Comparison of Three Methods of Interpretation of the Results of Achievement Tests of Pupils John Efstatios Lallas
Reel 582, Cabinet 30 G

Compiled Documents from the Consolidated Correspondence File and the File Of Historical Sketches (1849 – 1877)
Reel 553, Cabinet 30 G

Concept and Function of Logical Proof in the Rhetorical System of Richard Whately Orville L. Pence
Reel 449, Cabinet 30 E

Concept of Eternity and Its Implication in the Structures of Accounting Theory Joseph Skeen Merrill
Reel 38, Cabinet 30 A

Concepts, Status, and Role, as They Affect the Study of Higher Education Donald Thomas Williams Jr.
Reel 25, Cabinet 30 A

Conditions under Which Stuttering is Reduced or Absent Oliver Bloodstein
Reel 448, Cabinet 30 G
Congregationalism in the Northern Black Hills Arthur W. Westwood
Reel 417, Cabinet 30 E

Congressional Globe, 23rd – 42nd U.S. Congress
Reel 301-349, Cabinet 30 D

Congressional Record, 43rd – 54th U.S. Congress
Reel 350 – 401, Cabinet 30 E

Constitution and Laws of the American Indians
(Cherokee 1-87, Chickasaw 91-106, Choctaw 108-168, Muskogee 169-192)
Reel 641, Cabinet 30 H

Constraints on Economic Progress on the Rosebud Sioux Indian Reservation
Carl K. Eicher
Reel 55, Cabinet 30 A


Contributions of Psychology to the Study of Pattern Vision Harold W. Hake
Reel 42, Cabinet 30 A

Cook, Joseph Witherspoon Dairies and Letters (Jan. 14, 1868 – May 9, 1869)
(May 6, 1875 – June 23, 1885)
Reel 39-40, Cabinet 30 A

Copp, Laurel Archer A Repertoire of Perceptions of the Professor's Role
Reel 9, Cabinet 30 A

Correspondence of Secretary Of State Bryan with President Wilson; 1913 – 1915
Reel 1010 – 1013, Cabinet 31 F

Costs of Guidance Service in a County System Robert Erland Stockhouse
Reel 567, Cabinet 30 G

Council Meetings of the Major American Indian Tribes; 1907 - 1971
Reel 486 – 522, Cabinets 30 F and 30 G

Counselor Dominance Gladys C. Murphy
Reel 575, Cabinet 30 G
Cowperthwaite, Lowry LeRoy  Criticism of the Speaking of Franklin D. Roosevelt in the Presidential Campaign of 1932  
Reel 435, Cabinet 30 F

Creagan, James Francis  Minority Political Parties in Mexico  
Reel 77, Cabinet 30 A

Creativity: A Study of Relationships  Wayne Edward Lucht  
Reel 589, Cabinet 30 G

Critical Analysis of Certain Aspects of Ethical Proof  Edward Lawrence Pross  
Reel 449, Cabinet 30 F

Critical Analysis of Programs for Junior High School Teachers in Teacher Education Institutions of the United States  Ralph E. Ackerman  
Reel 578, Cabinet 30 G

Critical Study of the Oratorical Technique of Jonathan Edwards  Orville A. Hitchcock  
Reel 435, Cabinet 30 F

Critical Study of the Speaking and Speeches of Henry Clay  Ernest J. Wragge  
Reel 438, Cabinet 30 F

Criticism of the Speaking of Franklin D. Roosevelt in the Presidential Campaign of 1932  
Lowry LeRoy Cowperthwaite  
Reel 435, Cabinet 30 F

Crocker, Lionel George  The Rhetorical Theory of Henry Ward Beecher  
Reel 450, Cabinet 30 F

Crump, Cecille Evans  Problems Encountered by Negro Managers in the Operation of Business Establishments in Nashville, Tennessee  
Reel 420, Cabinet 30 F

Cultural Adaptation: The Case of the Comanche Indians  Stanton Knight Tefft  
Reel 53, Cabinet 30 A

Curl, David Harry  An Exploratory Study of a Self-Instructional Method for Teaching Equipment Operation  
Reel 583, Cabinet 30 G
Current Background
Reel 116 – 128, Cabinet 30 B

Current Slang (Summer 1966 – Winter 1971) Cabinet 1 E

Curry, Herbert L John Caldwell Calhoun: Speaker
Reel 435, Cabinet 30 F

Custer Chronicle Custer City, DT (September 1880 – September 1881) Cabinet 3 G

Daily Blockade Journal Pierre, DT (February 21 and 26, 1881) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Daily Capital Journal Pierre, SD (July 1, 1952 – April 30, 1953) Cabinet 3 G

Daily Champion Deadwood, Black Hills, DT (July 4, 1877) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Daily Huronite (Formerly Huron Tribune) Huron, DT/SD (June 1881 – March 1902) Includes: Dakota Tribune, Cabinet 3 H

Daily Minnesota Pioneer St. Paul, Minnesota Territory (June 15, 1854 – October 30, 1855) Cabinet 5.1 C

Daily Pioneer and Democrat St. Paul, Minnesota Territory/MN (November 1, 1855 – September 24, 1862), Cabinet 5.1 C

Daily Republican Rapid City, Black Hills, DT (March 21, 1886) (April 4, 1886) (July 17 – 23, 1886) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Daily Union Rapid City, SD (November 4, 1890) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel Cabinet 4 C

Dakota Conflict of 1862 – Manuscript Collection
Reel 1537 – 1540, Cabinet 32 G

Dakota Daily Leader Huron, DT (July 23, 1883) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel Cabinet 4 C
Dakota Free Press-Aberdeen Aberdeen, SD (October 1909 – February 1925) In German (July 1930 – June 1935) In English, Cabinet 3 H

Dakota Free Press-Yankton Yankton, SD (May 1903 – October 1909) In German Cabinet 3 H

Dakota Gleaner Elk Point, Union County, DT (February 26, 1874) (March 5, 12 and 26, 1874) (April 2 and 30, 1874) (June 11, 18 and 25, 1874) (July 9 and 23, 1874) (August 13 and 20, 1874) (September 3 and 24, 1874) (October 1 and 29, 1874) (November 12, 1874) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Dakota Herald Yankton, DT (February 13, 1872 – December 13, 1884), Cabinet 4 A

Dakota Huronite Huron, DT/SD (June 28 and November 1, 1888) (May 16 and November 21, 1889) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Dakota Immigration Journal Woonsocket, Dakota (July 1887) Located on Custer Chronicle 3 G Newspaper Reel and Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Dakota Indian: His Culture and His Religion James L. Selnser
Reel 98, Cabinet 30 B

Dakota Register Spearfish, DT (July 2, 1881) (July 9 and 16, 1881) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Dakota Republican Vermillion, DT/SD (January 9, 1869 – June 19, 1947), Cabinet 4 A

Dakota Ruralist – Aberdeen DT/SD (September 1888 – September 1889), Cabinet 4 A (October 1894 – December 1895)
Huron DT (January 1, 1889 – December 31, 1889), Cabinet 4 A

Dakota Sun Traver, Roberts County, DT (October 30, 1884) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Dakota Territorial Maps
Reel 93, Cabinet 30 B

Dakota Territorial Records
Reel 634 – 728, Cabinets 30 H and 31 B
Dakota Territorial Surveyor General Original Survey Maps – South Dakota
Reel 106 – 109, Cabinet 30 B

Dakota Union Yankton, DT (June 21, 1864 – August 23, 1864) Included with Yankton Press and Dakotan Newspaper Reels, Cabinet 5 D

Davis, Lawrence J. The Socio-Cultural Changes in the Cheyenne River Sioux Indians as a Result of Contact with White Civilization
Reel 56, Cabinet 30 A

Day County Democrat Bristol, SD (April 1909 – September 1910) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet, 3F

Day County News and Lily Leader Bristol, SD (1915 – 1924) Located on Bristol Newspapers Reel Cabinet, 3F

Deadwood Daily Pioneer Deadwood, SD (January 3, 1891 – June 26, 1891), Cabinet 4 B

Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States; 1st – 18th Congress
(March 3, 1789 – May 27, 1824)
Reel 285 – 294, Cabinet 30 D

Dell Rapids Daily Times Dell Rapids, Minnehaha County, SD (July 1895) Located on Custer Chronicle Newspaper Reel, Cabinet 3 G

Denver Post Denver, Colorado (March 1895 – December 1903), Cabinet 5 1 B

Design Procedure for Solar Heating Systems Sanford Allen Kline
Reel 627, Cabinet 30 H

DeSmet News DeSmet, SD (February 28, 1952 – June 24, 1954), Cabinet 4 B

Despatches from United States Ministers to Great Britain; 1791 – 1906
Reel 729 – 928, Cabinets 31 B, 31 C, 31 D, and 31 E

Despatches from United States Ministers to Japan; 1885 – 1906
Reel 195 – 276, Cabinets 30 C and 30 D

Development of a Scale to Measure the Service Orientation of Librarians: Preliminary Investigations Fred Lawrence Adair
Reel 4, Cabinet 30 A
Development of Criteria for the Evaluation of Local Programs of Trade and Industrial Education Glade Wilcox
Reel 423, Cabinet 30 E

Development of Financial Support for Public Schools in New Jersey Robert D. Bole
Reel 426, Cabinet 30 F

Development of Rhetorical Theory in America, 1635 – 1850 Warren Alan Guthrie
Reel 460, Cabinet 30 F

Reel 1030 – 1057, Cabinet 32 F

Diaries and Letters (January 14, 1868 – May 9, 1869) (May 6, 1875 – June 23, 1885)
Joseph Witherspoon Cook
Reel 39-40, Cabinet 30 A

Diary 1866 – 1879 S.B. Livingston
Reel 552, Cabinet 30 G

Dickey, Dallas Claude Seargent Smith Prentiss, Whig Orator of the Old South
Reel 447, Cabinet 30 F

Differential Prediction of Academic Success from Achievement Test Scores Dale Paul Scannell
Reel 596, Cabinet 30 H

Doctorate and the University Library Administrator William David Phoenix
Reel 20, Cabinet 30 A

Donofrio, Anthony F. A Study of the Intelligence, Achievement, and Emotional Adjustment of Crippled Children in an Orthopedic Hospital School
Reel 565, Cabinet 30 G

Dorner, Peter Paul The Economic Position of the American Indians: Their Resources and Potential for Development
Reel 58, Cabinet 30 A

Drinkwater, Barbara Lee Relationship of Attitudes and Teaching Effectiveness of College Teachers
Reel 32, Cabinet 30 A
Dye, Sister Mary Elizabeth  An Inquiry into Creativity and Its Nurturing Climate: An Exploratory Study
Reel 598, Cabinet 30 H

Early Settlement in the Black Hills, 1874 – 1884  Clarence G. Beckwith
Reel 105, Cabinet 30 B

Economic Journal (March 1959 – December 1960), Cabinet 1 E

Economic Position of the American Indians: Their Resources and Potential for Development  Peter Paul Dorner
Reel 58, Cabinet 30 A

Education Digest (September 1976 – May 1987), Cabinet 1 E

Edward T. Channing's Philosophy and Teaching of Rhetoric  Dorothy I. Anderson
Reel 434, Cabinet 30 F

Effects of an In-Service Teacher Curriculum Training Program on Pupil Outcome in Fifth and Sixth Grade Science  Gordon Mathew Alfred Mork
Reel 603, Cabinet 30 H

Effect of Disability on Self-Concept  Irving Shelsky
Reel 591, Cabinet 30 G

Effect of Formal Study and Work Experience on the Occupational and Self Concepts of Librarians  John Herbert Letarte
Reel 14, Cabinet 30 A

Egan Express  Egan, Moody County, DT (March 1881) Located on Custer Chronicle Newspaper Reel
Cabinet, 3 G

Eicher, Carl K.  Constraints on Economic Progress on the Rosebud Sioux Indian Reservation
Reel 55, Cabinet 30 A

Eighth Census 1860: Minnesota Population Schedule
Reel 531, Cabinet 30 G

Eisenhower, Dwight D.  Diaries (1953 – 1961)
Reel 1030 – 1057, Cabinet 31 F
Emergency Relief Organization, South Dakota Survey of Indian Reservations
Reel 615 – 617, Cabinet 30 H

Emerging Role of Women in Institutions of Higher Education in the United States Wynona Jeanneret Kirkpatrick
Reel 24, Cabinet 30 A

Engel, James Franklin Mexican Reaction to United States Cuban Policy (1959 – 1963)
Reel 74, Cabinet 30 A

Reel 445, Cabinet 30 F

Epic Theatre: Theory and Practice Edward Monroe Greenberg
Reel 432, Cabinet 30 F

Esquire (1976 – 1987), Cabinet 1 E

Evaluation of the Persuasive Techniques of Woodrow Wilson in His League of Nations Speeches, September 4 - 25, 1919 Clair Henderlider
Reel 437, Cabinet 30 F

Evarts State Journal Glenham and Evarts, Walworth County, SD (April 7, 1904 – June 25, 1909)
Cabinet 4 B

Experiences of Physically Handicapped Children, Ages Three through Six Elmer LeRoy Larson
Reel 587, Cabinet 30 G

Experiment in Counselor Learning Douglas Dewey Blocksma
Reel 579, Cabinet 30 G

Exploration of the Relationship between College Students’ Academic Achievement and the Stated Effect of Certain Teaching –Related Factors Lorine Frankie Knight
Reel 28, Cabinet 30 A

Exploratory Study of a Self-Instructional Method for Teaching Equipment Operation David Harry Curl
Reel 583, Cabinet 30 G
Extinction as a Function of Awareness  Spurgeon Northern Cole  
Reel 41, Cabinet 30 A

Rosebud Sioux Herald, Cabinet 4 G

Factors Affecting Students Performance in an Audio-Visual Course  Charles M. Hill  
Reel 573, Cabinet 30 G

Factors Associated with the Amount of Graduate Work Pursued by Male College Seniors  William Max Rogge  
Reel 13, Cabinet 30 A

Factors Related to Scholastic Achievement (Louisiana State University’s 1963-1964 Freshman Class)  Joe Watkins Campbell  
Reel 577, Cabinet 30 G

Faculty-Librarian Relationships in Selected Liberal Arts Colleges  
Henry Howard Scherer  
Reel 30, Cabinet 30 A

Farm Security Administration  James G. Maddox  
Reel 430, Cabinet 30 F

Fifteenth Census 1930  
Contains: Campbell, Charles Mix, Clay, Carson  
Reel 1541, Cabinet 32 G

Reel 1496, Cabinet 32 F

Fisher, Carol Ann  A Survey of Vandalism and Its Culture Antecedents on Four New York State Indian Reservations  
Reel 45, Cabinet 30 A

Flavin, Martin  The Utilization of Purines for Nucleic Acid Biosynthesis by Tetrahyema Gelei  
Reel 92, Cabinet 30 A
Fleming, Sanford  American Baptists and Higher Education: Higher Education in the Area of the American (Northern) Baptist Convention
  Reel 72, Cabinet 30 A

Forbes (January 1976 – December 1986), Cabinet 1 F

Forensic Speaking of Clarence Darrow  Martin Joseph Maloney
  Reel 439, Cabinet 30 F

Forseck, Frances Alyesa  Policy of the United States Government towards the Sisseton Sioux Indians, 1871 – 1931
  Reel 46, Cabinet 30 A

Fort Dakota and Fort James Post Returns 1866 – 1869
  Reel 1172, Cabinet 31 H

Fort Wadsworth (Sisseton) Dakota Territory, Letters Received 1866 – 1871
  Reel 545, Cabinet 30 G

Fort Sisseton (Wadsworth) Letters Sent and Endorsements 1864 – 1869, and Letters Received 1879
  Reel 547, Cabinet 30 G

Fourteenth Census 1920
  Reel 1309 Contains: Brule, Butte, Corson, Buffalo, Clay, and Davidson
  Reel 1309 – 1357, Cabinet 32 B

Fredericks, Marilee U.  A Comparative Study of Expressed Parent Attitudes: Mothers of Mentally Retarded and Orthopedically Handicapped vs. Mothers of Non-Handicapped Children
  Reel 574, Cabinet 30 G

Free Press  East Pierre, Hughes County, DT/SD (January 13, 1887) (December 16, 1897) Located on Miscellaneous Newspapers Reel, Cabinet 4 C

Gage, Matilda Joslyn  Letters and Documents Relative to the Work of Matilda Joslyn Gage in the Woman's Suffrage Movement
  Reel 614, Cabinet 30 H
Galpin, Samuel Arthur Report of Board of Inquiry Convened by Authority of Letter of the Secretary of the Interior of June 7, 1877, to Investigate Certain Charges Against S. A. Gilpin, Chief Clerk to the Indian Bureau, and Concerning Irregularities in Said Bureau
Reel 548, Cabinet 30 G

Gayville Observer Gayville, SD (July 3, 1905 – October 19, 1905), Cabinet 4 B

Gentleman's Magazine (July 1839 – June 1840), Cabinet 1 F

George Campbell's Theory of Public Address Clarence W. Edney
Reel 448, Cabinet 30 F

German Foreign Ministry Archives 1867 – 1920
Reel 422, Cabinet 30 E

Graduate Woman Previously AAUW (1978 – 1986), Cabinet 1 F

Grandsons of the Gauchos; a Study in Subcultural Persistence Arnold Strickon
Reel 111, Cabinet 30 B

Great Plains Agricultural Council Henry John Tomasek
Reel 94, Cabinet 30 B

Great Plains Agricultural Council – Reports and Proceedings of the Planning Committees and Councils
Reel 542 – 544, Cabinet 30 G

Greenberg, Edward Monroe Epic Theatre: Theory and Practice
Reel 432, Cabinet 30 F

Green, Charles Lowell The Administration of Public Domain in South Dakota
Reel 64, Cabinet 30 A

Groton Independent Groton, Brown County, DT (July 1884) Located on Custer Chronicle Newspaper Reel, Cabinet 3 G

Guidance Attitudes and Understanding of a Selected Group of Elementary Teachers
H. Edgar Williams
Reel 592, Cabinet 30 G
Guidance Services in Kansas Public Secondary Schools Clyde Ray Baird  
Reel 566, Cabinet 30 C

Guthrie, Warren Alan The Development of Rhetorical Theory in America, 1635–1850  
Reel 460, Cabinet 30 F

Hackney, Ida Mary Client and Counselor Variables Related to Outcome of Counseling  
Reel 605, Cabinet 30 H

Hakanson, Eugene Edward The College Professor, 1946–1965, as Revealed by an Analysis of Selected Magazine Articles  
Reel 31, Cabinet 30 A

Hake, Harold W. Contributions of Psychology to the Study of Pattern Vision  
Reel 42, Cabinet 30 A

Hall, Morrill Melton A Study of Some of the Relationships between Size of School and Selected Characteristics of Student Teachers, and Principals  
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